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Foreword - Stewart Howe Yaxley Social Echo

The foundation of the Yaks came about as a discussion on social media as to why the
village had never had its own rugby team.

There were some very keen people who wanted to rectify this and I was delighted to go
along to the meeting that led to the formation of the team. It was held at the Farmers
restaurant on Broadway.

It was a great time with the team running well attended training sessions enabling the
whole family to join in and play a fast, non-contact version of rugby.

We had struck on an idea that engaged both kids and parents and we all had fun as we
learned about the game and the skills needed to play it.

The Yaxley Partnership were delighted to help support the sessions and administration
that went with getting the project off the ground.

Having the Yaks giving demonstrations at the Yaxley Festival and getting people to join
in was a real highlight for us and the hard work everyone put in.

Seeing the team playing the likes of Bath and Saracens before embedding themselves
in the local touch rugby community has been great to see.

I would like to wish them every success in their new venture in Peterborough and I trust
the leadership will keep the team moving and evolving.

On a personal level I am delighted to have a squad heritage number, it means that the
Yaks can call on me if ever I am needed!

Stewart



Foreword - Andrew Burgess Yaks founder and Peterborough Rugby Club
President

What a journey it has been.

We birthed the Yaks before taking on the local touch rugby scene, getting buy-in and
engagement from whole families before embedding the team into the existing culture at
Peterborough Rugby Club.

That has been done without losing the spirit and ethos of what has been built during our
time as Yaxley.

I am delighted to have been there for every step of the way and to have played in
numerous matches creating plenty of memories to add to my already extensive list from
playing all forms of the game.

Whilst we might now be an internally facing team in inter club tournaments, with the
wider Borough flag being used elsewhere, it's testament that a number of those players
from our first ever match are still with us and having fun.

As president of PRUFC it has given me great pleasure to see youngsters taking their
first steps in the game with the Yaks before joining up with the main club.

That’s what it's all about.

Stan



Foreword - Alistair Dobson Yaks Chairman

I would like to echo the comments the other writers of forewords to this history of the
Yaks have said.

To take something from nothing and build it from the ground up into something that
Peterborough Rugby Club wanted to have as part of their organisation is something that
every Yaks player and helper should rightly be very proud of.

It all happened so quickly ! One minute I was watching Newcastle Falcons on TV and
the next James Warrener had dragged me down to Fengate to appear for the Produce
World’s works team.

But in building a team with family interaction and the kids and adults training and playing
together, we have hit on a formula that works and generates smiles.

It’s great being a Yak and long may this journey continue!

Alistair



Introduction - Why did the Yaks come into being?

This whole thing all started with a Facebook post in the Yaxley Gazette group in the mid
part of 2016.

There was mixed sporting news for the village at this time. Yaxley
football, cycling and bowls groups were doing really well.
However the village cricket team had folded. With a sporting gap
having opened I was prompted to ask whether we’d ever had
other sporting teams, for example a rugby team representing us.

The post posing the question was quickly answered by Andrew
“Stan” Burgess, an owner of one of the village's biggest

employers, RB Organic produce.

His response indicated that there was no team bearing the village's name but that he
had a works team in the local Peterborough touch rugby summer league. They went
under the name of ‘Produce World’ at that time. He went on to add that there were spots
on the squad available and to meet him at the Fengate rugby ground the next Friday
evening.

Now, having had kidney surgery as a child, I’d never been able to do any sort of contact
sports. So, since the early 1990’s I have been a cyclist who would be racing up and
down the local roads in lycra getting abuse from motorists. It was good for thinking time
and for getting out in the fresh air but I was 42 and had never experienced a true team
sport atmosphere. The offer appealed to me and Stan is a great bloke so I knew he
would see me right.

I admit to being really nervous but I wanted to go. A quick google of the rules of touch
rugby (a code of the oval balled game I hadn’t been aware of) left my jaw on the ground
at the pace and skill levels involved. Despite living in devout rugby union territory I was
a big fan of rugby league and the basic shape of touch was similar allowing me the
chance to emulate some of my heroes of Super League and the NRL.

I didn’t want to go alone and my friend Alistair Dobson was conned into coming along,
based on the fact he liked rugby union and knew lots about it. We were made to feel
very welcome by our team mates and even opposition players who were keen to get us
involved in the games and even let a couple of dodgy plays go in the name of
encouragement.



We had a great time surrounded by players we now know to be really good local
amateurs. There were 4 matches of 20 minutes straight on the night and we both got
set up to score tries and over a drink at the end agreed that we would be back in a
couple of weeks time for the next round of matches.

From then on I was hooked. I watched pretty much every touch rugby video on youtube
and downloaded all of the coaching manuals to my Kindle.

These were really exciting times. Discovering a whole new sport and the supporting
scene around it and on my doorstep was enlightening. Throw in the culture of inclusion
and having fun whilst still being competitive and it was eye opening. Finishing that
summer season was brilliant fun.

James Warrener - Founder Member Yaks and First club Chair.



Background

As that summer drew to an end the conversation started as to whether that RB Organic
works team could morph into a Yaxley branded team and whether we could look to
represent the village and develop the game of touch.

It seemed like a lot of work but we were fortunate enough that Stewart Howe and Sally
Howell of the Yaxley Partnership were keen to come on board and support.

They had a lot of work on with the Yaxley Festival and other events but were keen to
see a new club born out of the village. Especially in a family sport that would promote
an inclusive activity for all ages.

At the end of that August a meeting was called at the Farmers restaurant in Yaxley for
interested parties to attend.

From this the original committee was formed for the club. It comprised...

James Warrener - Chairman
Andrew Burgess - Coach
John Griffin - Captain
Stewart Howe - PR
Sally Howell - Secretary

We rented out the 3g pitch at the village football club for a couple of taster sessions
which were well attended by families and children before starting week training on 8th
October 2016.



More than one form of rugby

Being 42 at the time and never having held a rugby ball I was way behind the curve on
the different forms of the game.

Our desire at Yaks has always been to play together and have fun and with a number of
the club's talent either under 10 or over 35 it was clear that we might struggle to play
contact.

That applied to both union and league which are 15 and 13 a side respectively.

Despite the laws of the game being more geared towards the format of rugby league
than union, the game of touch is governed (in the northern hemisphere at least) by the
rugby football union.

We were very grateful at the start of our journey to get sponsorship and support from
both of the bigger codes.

O2 and the RFU awarded us touch club status which gave us a grant to get started
along with practical stash such as balls, cones and bibs.

To help with booking the 3g pitch in Yaxley, league website RLFans.com gave us
sponsorship for the first year.

We were also pleased to partner with Peterborough based kit supplier SRG Elite
teamwear who were part of the process of getting our first kit designed and produced.

At the outset we weren’t sure as a forming committee where the club would go. There
was a school of thought that if the interest and the players were in Yaxley we could go
forwards and have a 15 a side team playing in a formal league structure.

Things changed however with the inclusion of the children and wider families.
Something that enables me as a 46 year old to play in the same team as my wife and
daughters without fear of them getting smashed in a tackle.

The family tournament and buffet between Christmas and New Year has become a
staple of the club and is ingrained in its culture to “include all”.

Once we had made the decision that we were happy to play touch rugby and that alone,
we could concentrate our efforts on that code of the sport.



As happened, if players came along and wanted to move into contact then we would
facilitate that by introducing them to our friends at Peterborough Rugby. A move that
would eventually lead to our relocation to their ground.



Touch is the game for all

With very little knowledge and no training session before coming off the bench in my
first game of touch rugby I was amazed at the simple gameplay and ease of being able
to step in and play.

The fundamentals of the game are these.

It's a six a side game.

The side with the ball has 6 plays to score a try. They lose a play when an opponent
touches them.

This sets in motion a restart process where the touched player has to place the ball
down on the field and it is picked up by a player behind them who is the half back.

The half back cannot get tackled or the ball is turned over to the other team. So you will
find a team's best passer in this position as they can get the ball away and other players
into the game.

The defending team has to drop back 7 metres once they have made the touch to avoid
being offside. It used to be 5 until a rule change in 2020… That felt much easier!

Once the 6 plays have been used up the ball is given to the other side and the process
is reversed.

There are subtleties in the way you can earn penalties to get your 6 plays reset and the
defending side can get the ball sooner as a result of a dropped ball or forward pass.

The pitch is half sized rugby field played across and the team with the most tries scored
at the end of the match wins.

In tournament play you can earn handicap tries with younger players and in mixed you
need a balance of male and female players on the park at all times or you will incur tries
against you.

What sets the sport of touch apart from other forms of rugby and wider team sports is
the ease of set up and the inclusivity.

There is also the family aspect.



The previous chapter mentioned our Christmas family tournaments and these have
been a great chance to enjoy playing and socialising.

It makes me really proud to work an attacking line with my two little daughters and my
wife.



Summer 2016- getting started

Once the founder members had held their meeting we were quick to rent the 3g at
Yaxley FC and start using social media to advertise the training sessions.

These were very much family focused with as many Mums and Dads as kids joining in.
We were all developing as players and took it in turns to lead sessions.

Youtube was a great resource with the New Zealand All Blacks playing the game as part
of their warm up proving useful in getting us some drills to work on.

Each session started with a game of rugby basketball. This got us warmed up and gave
everyone time handling the ball and moving around the pitch. To this day it remains a
really competitive entree to our work and is hotly contested (you know who you are!!!)

We were also working hard at line speed, handling the ball for roll ball restarts and
would always make 15 minutes at the end of morning for a full on match for the adults to
put into practice all of the work we had been doing.

The numbers were really strong with a number of families joining in and this was a great
platform in getting us started in the game.

We had a moment of fame when featured in the “Yaxley Gazette” and on their front
cover when Clark Howe came down and took some photos of one of our fledgling
sessions.



That first match

The 28th January 2017 saw our first friendly as the Yaks. We had partnered with local
sportswear company SRG Elite and had a navy and gold kit which had a nod to the
other sports teams in the village.

Here is the match report as it appeared on our website...

BURGESS' SCORE AS YAKS GRAB A DRAW AT THE VERY LAST.

It was a big day for Yaxley Yaks as they earned a draw in their historic friendly with
Peterborough.

Peterborough Touch Rugby proved to be worthy opponents in this first encounter at
Yaxley 3G.

The Yaks wanted a tough encounter and a side with international representatives and a
much bigger player pool to choose from was always going to be a challenge.

Head Coach Andrew Burgess admitted "I told my players before the match how this
could end up. They have a better squad and have been playing to a really high standard
for a lot longer than we have."

However the script was torn up early in the match when Harry Burgess dabbed down
over the line to open the scoring. As friends, families and supporters celebrated, the
Yaks jogged back to half way in disbelief.



The visitors soon hit their stride and pegged the score back using the right wing channel
effectively before using the last pass back inside. It was touch rugby at its flowing and
fast best.

The home side were using their bench well and making a lot of subs to keep the
freshness levels up. Burgess crossed again after slipping through the defensive line
before stumbling and finally arching his arm over the line.

With half time approaching the home side's defence faced its sternest examination, just
failing to hold on as that right edge was used again as Peterborough levelled the score.

Half Time Yaxley 2-2 Peterborough

The second half was another tight affair with the Yaks defending for their lives as well as
getting the benefit of some refereeing calls.

The head coach added "We had the rub of the green today with the officials. They could
have called us on a few points. All of which we will work hard in training to tidy up."

It was Andrew Burgess himself who put the Yaks ahead again before two quick
touchdowns from Peterborough looked to have won it with less than a minute on the
clock.

The referee was again key to the outcome when James Warrener touched down from
close range after a neat move across the line was finished with a reverse ball into his
path. The Peterborough defence appealed for a completed touch tackle but the referee
was on the blind side and awarded the score.

Full time Yaxley 4-4 Peterborough

Thanks to everyone who came along and supported us in this match and to everyone
who bought a shirt and a programme.

We need the community with us to make this work, so please join in and be part of the
Yaks.

Warrener said afterwards "That's pretty much how I dreamt it last night scoring a try in
the last minute to get us something in our first ever match! "



He added "The intensity was there from the off to be honest. We know how good
Peterborough are and it's a credit to them and their club that even at half time they
wanted to share their knowledge and help us get better as players.

We cannot thank Max Raymond (Peterborough Manager) and his players enough for
coming down and making this special day even better. The two teams even warmed up
together with a training drill and I hope we can share good times like this for many,
many years to come."

The first ever Yaxley Yaks squad - January 2017

L-R - Jamie Bovington, Alistair Dobson, James Warrener, Chris Semper, Olly Watts,
Harry Burgess, Max McEwan (kneeling), Andrew Burgess (kneeling), John Griffin,
Murray Rorison, Matt Sterry.



Starting a season

Before we got into tournament and league touch rugby we had a brilliant Sunday away
day in the shadow of Allianz Park.

There was a Premiership rugby union encounter between Saracens and Bath on that
day, two giants of the English game.

Before that epic encounter was a 3 way touch rugby competition between their
respective teams and Yaxley Yaks.

We travelled down not knowing what to expect, a feeling expressed in the match report
below. But we won by seven tries to nil putting ourselves in pole position in the round
robin.

Yaxley beat the touch rugby arm of English and European champions Saracens

A haul of tries for the Burgess family, in tandem with Cameron Park was enough to
ensure a shock win for the Yaks in this mini round robin with Saracens and Bath in
North London.

The Yaks travelled with the expectation of wanting to be competitive against two of the
biggest clubs in Rugby Union.

Ahead of the match, head coach Andrew Burgess urged his team to believe that an
upset was on the cards.

The opening encounters were tight and even with both sides compressing the middle of
the park.

The breakthrough came for the visitors with Park showing his pace to score from
distance. Further tries were added before the break for a comfortable 3-0 scoreline in
favour of the Yaks.

With 15 minutes halves and two matches the rotation from the bench was absolutely
key with the hosts making almost continual subs in an attempt to stem the flow.

As the second half wore on though, the Yaks maintained their territory and strong
defence before adding some gloss to the scoreline.



The first game was won and in some style.

Saracens 0-7 Yaxley Yaks.

Saracens beat Bath 3-2 leaving us needing to avoid defeat against the West Country
club.

As it happened we won with plenty to spare.

Yaks ensured a friendly tournament win with this 10-1 victory over Bath Rugby.

Bath had the luxury of watching our first match with Saracens before taking to the park.

The Yaks were tired after their first match but scored early in this one before settling into
a rhythm and completing their sets of six.

Cameron Park, Will Burgess and Matt Sterry scored for the Yaks before Bath pulled one
back ahead of the half time turnaround.

Yaxley's coaching team were keen to keep their players' heads up despite conceding
their first point of the day stressing how important it was to control the tackle and playing
the ball on their terms.

It worked well with 7 unanswered tries in the second half with Harry Burgess, George
Burgess and James Warrener adding their names to the scorers.

The Yaks had Oliver Watts yellow carded late on for an overly aggressive touch tackle
adjudged by the referee.

The final match between Saracens and Bath ended 3-2 to the home club.

Our squad for that tournament is shown on the next page.





Reality bites

Our form dropped off for the remainder of 2017 with losses in the SRG Elite Beach
tournament at Fengate and mixed performances in the Peterborough Friday night
league.

We finished the year playing in a tournament away from home with only a single draw to
show for all of the efforts.

Coming from those hammerings of Bath and Saracens, it was really tough but there
were plenty of extenuating circumstances.

As an O2 touch rugby funded club we were not just focused on our own team and
results. We had a responsibility to grow the game of touch and were stretching our
resources towards organising competitions.

We enjoyed ourselves, which remains the main thing to this day, and enjoyed an end of
season trip to the village's pizza restaurant ‘Antoninos’ for a great social and awards
evening.

The numbers were holding up at this point and we were ready for another winter of
training at the 3g. We had hit on a magic blend of getting the kids down to play and
have some fun along with coaching, mixed in with encouraging the parents to join in and
play.

2018 carried on in this vein with our working hard to try and get a team together for
tournament rugby.

However we won our first trophy with a share of the SRG Beach plate after a thrilling
drawn final with the Old Deaconians side.

2019 was key as after a tough spring and summer we started to play winter league with
the BGL works team and our friends from Peterborough Touch (in the form of their
Ospreys and Tropics teams).

This was a key proving ground for players and despite some really tough matches it
was a great local way to train and play.



Aside from Yaks, the city of Peterborough is very fortunate to have that strong summer
Friday night league.

The Peterborough Touch Club has the Ospreys and Tropics. BGL, a Peterborough
insurance company has the Blues.

We have played winter and summer as a four way with them but have recently included
Stamford and are keen to keep growing the competition and participants.

After waiting from May 2019 we got a win in January 2020 with new players coming in
from Peterborough Rugby and Leicester Tigers.

Here is the report from that match…

After taking the lead four times, Yaxley defended stoutly for the win
It was beers all round as Yaxley won their first match of the winter league against BGL.

The match was a classic as the Yaks took the lead three times only to be pegged back
before scoring late on and having to defend for their lives.

William Mawer started the scoring with a pacy break and scored down the right wing
before BGL levelled. Murray Rorison then crossed for Yaks but again BGL were able to
strike back.

A neat move saw Alistair Dobson hit on to the ball at pace before crossing and dabbing
down.

Again the nerves of the Yaxley squad were tested as the Blues levelled.

Late on some neat interplay saw Sam Melville break and another try scored on the right
hand edge from James Warrener.

For the remaining minutes Yaxley were pushed back as the pressure came on but in the
last seconds we were able to break down the other end of the park and when the
whistle blew we were in the right area of the field.

It was a great end to a thrilling night of rugby.



It was brilliant to go from having the 6 players needed to field a team to having a further
6 to fill the bench and enable lots of substitutions. It wasn’t just about being competitive,
it was about having more fun knowing you had a big team of players to back you up.

Momentum was starting to build and discussions about a proper pathway of players
through the local clubs and a move for us out of Yaxley to be based at Peterborough
Rugby Club were starting to gain traction.

We had a vote on 14th March 2020 after a training session in the village to become part
of Peterborough Rugby Club. This would mean rather than being a club in our own right,
we would be a team under their massive umbrella drawing on administration support, a
larger player pool and having a pitch at their complex.

As someone from Yaxley, this was a difficult thing to ponder and decide on but it has
proved to be the right decision for the team, and will provide us a platform to grow.

The date of the meeting and decision was key as just 2 days later and with just a round
of the 2019/2020 winter competition to play, the world changed…



Covid proofing Yaxley Rugby - The future

Our future is now with Peterborough Rugby Club and based in Fengate. Whilst it would
be nice to retain a presence in the village, we have to try and get the numbers needed
to build a pathway in local touch. Peterborough is a big club with access to lots of
players who might just be in that position in their life or career that opens up non-contact
rugby to them.

We need to be based in the City and work with the other local clubs to enable that
process to happen.

The Yaks name will be retained in the summer and winter local league but our players
will be part of the bigger Peterborough Rugby banner and able to join up with those
from the other local clubs to compete in national competitions.

Hopefully we will have more players able to push on for international touch rugby
honours, joining a long list of locals who have achieved that.

Whilst we won't be stand alone as the Yaks outside of PRUFC anymore, we have made
significant progress as a team, as players, as coaches and as administrators and that is
something that all who have been on the journey with us should be rightly proud of.

The future for the game is really bright both in Yaxley and the wider Peterborough area
and each and every person with a heritage number at the Yaks can be delighted to have
played a part in this journey.



Heritage Numbers - Our first 5 years of players

Like most other rugby and cricket clubs we have allocated each player a number based
(broadly) in order of their first appearance for the Yaks.

The first match day squads dominate the early numbers but there are lots of interesting
appearances down the list.

Damian Cleveland (18) is the first player to have an appearance for both Yaxley FC and
Yaxley RFC.

Harry Burgess (4) has the honour of being our inaugural try scorer in the first match
against Peterborough.

Brendan Burke (38) has played internationally for Ireland and in Ricky Wilby (25) and
Sam Melville (43) we have players who have been part of top level rugby league (Leeds
Rhinos) and union (Leicester Tigers) before their outings for Yaxley.

1 Andrew Burgess (Founder Member)
2 John Griffin (Founder Member)
3 Matthew Sterry
4 Harry Burgess
5 Max Mcewan
6 Murray Rorison
7 James Warrener (Founder Member)
8 Oliver Watts
9 Jamie Bovington
10 Chris Semper
11 William Burgess
12 George Burgess
13 Jennifer Rhodes
14 Cameron Park
15 James Rhodes
16 Pete Carpenter
17 Donnie Carpenter
18 Damian Cleveland
19 Alistair Dobson
20 Graham Duff
21 Gavin Robertson



22 Barry Dean
23 Dan Locke
24 Thomas Duff
25 Ricky Wilby
26 Ryan Moore
27 Darren James
28 Monty James
29 Natalie Riddler
30 Fred Burgess
31 Lisa Richardson
32 Charlie Richardson
33 Finn Ryan
34 Harry Burgess II
35 Chris Greenfield
36 Connor McCarthur
37 Jordan Hutton
38 Brendan Burke
39 Andrew Beresford-Morris
40 David?
41 Lady who played at Bourne
42 Billy week 1 winter league 2019
43 Sam Melville
44 Blair Carter
45 Will Mawer
46 Andrew Butcher-Tiffney
47 Michelle Carpenter (Apologies for not being chronological)
48 Stewart Howe (Founder Member)
49 Sally Howell (Founder Member)
50 John Cranston



Complete Playing Record

This is our complete playing record up to the end of 2020. We will be desperate to play
3 matches in 2021 to get us to the 100 games record in our anniversary campaign.

PERIOD Played W D L F A DIFF W/P MVP Junior MVP For Against

2017 33 6 4 23 91 126 -35 18% Murray Rorison 2017 3 4

2018 31 6 4 21 64 124 -60 19% Peter Carpenter Jordan Hutton 2018 2 4

2019 22 1 2 19 25 124 -99 5% Donnie
Carpenter

Connor
McCarthur 2019 1 6

2020 11 3 1 7 27 44 -17 27% Will Mawer Charlie
Richardson 2020 2 4

ALL
TIME 97 16 11 70 207 418 -211 16% All time 2 4

2017

After a successful draw against a strong Peterborough side in our first match we then
followed that up with heavy wins on tour in North London against Saracens and Bath.

We came down to earth with a bump after that, losing every match in the SRG
competition that June before a tough first evening in the summer league.

We recovered our form to bring ourselves back into the competition before losing to
APEX in a match we did everything but win. It was the first time we were disappointed
leaving the pitch and it cost us a place in the play offs that year.

That December we played our first competitive tournament in Norwich. 5 tough matches
saw 4 defeats and a draw with the players coming into training the next week clear on
the standards we needed to reach going forward.

Thanks to his passion, commitment and determination to run hard with the ball, along
with a rapidly developing skill set, Murray Rorison won our first ever Most Valuable
Player award at our presentation evening in Antonino’s pizzeria in Yaxley.



2018

This year saw our first taste of silverware with a share of the plate final at the SRG 7s in
Peterborough.

It was another tough season overall though with only 6 wins from 31 matches. There
was a standout win against Stamford in an O2 tournament but the summer league was
hard work as we were the organising club. This left a number of our players busy
refereeing other games and gathering results from other matches.

However, when we were able to pick from a full team we were successful.

But for a tough loss against a strong Stamford Academy side in our semi final of the
SRG competition, we would have been in the trophy final.

The fact we were able to pick ourselves up and get a draw in the plate final enabling a
share of the trophy was brilliant. Jordan Hutton was on fire for us in that match scoring
our equaliser and doing enough to get our first ever junior player of the season. He also
earned a move to Peterborough RFC for his efforts.

Pete Carpenter was our overall MVP thanks to his consistency and dedication to the
team and the game.

2019

The year started so well with a draw against BGL Blues on the opening night of the
winter league in January.

But a high number of player turnovers and unavailability leading to our being unable to
fill the bench for almost the whole year saw just one win all season.

Things started to pick up with some new players coming in across the autumn and we
went into the winter league with more than just the starting 6 players. By the end of the
winter we would have the permitted 6 substitutes as well and results and performances
would start to pick up.

We played in a Stamford O2 and regional tournament which saw the MVP kept in the
Carpenter family with Pete’s son Donnie growing in stature and influence on the side.
He was recognised by training with the Midlands touch squad for his age group.



Regular Connor McCarthur was the junior trophy winner.

2020

Despite some hammerings at the start of the 2019/2020 winter league season, we came
back strongly after Christmas.

Former Leicester Tiger Sam Melville, Will Mawer, Blair Carter and Andrew
Butcher-Tiffney all added strength, running and skills to complement our existing roster.

The results were instant and having waited since 2nd May 2019 for a win the relief in
beating BGL on 24th January 2020 was huge. After having such a tough run it was
great to see that everyone in the whole league was happy that we had better numbers
and were able to produce better performances (and results).

Sadly that winter league remains unresolved due to the enforced break due to Covid 19.
However we did sneak an interclub tournament in at Peterborough Rugby with slightly
amended rules to help the clubs union players stay in good nick.

It was a thoroughly enjoyable day although looking back now September seems a long
way in the rear view mirror.

In terms of MVP, Will Mawer was a winner of the vote thanks to his try scoring prowess
and desire to work hard for the team.

Charlie Richardson was young player of the year which was due reward for his many
years of effort and service for the Yaks. Here’s hoping 2021 will be another strong year
for the team and the game.



Month Date Venue Opposition Competition For Against Result

Jan-17 Sat 28, 09:00 H Peterborough Touch Rugby
Club Friendly 4 4 D

Mar-17 Sun 26, 11:00 A Saracens Touch Rugby Tour 7 0 W
Mar-17 Sun 26, 11:45 A Bath Rugby Tour 10 1 W
Jun-17 Sat 10, 11:30 H Hampton Hurricanes Tournament 5 6 L
Jun-17 Sat 10, 12:00 A HomeLink Tournament 1 7 L
Jun-17 Sat 10, 12:30 A Stamford Academy Tournament 4 9 L
Jun-17 Sat 10, 14:00 H HomeLink Cup 4 6 L
Jun-17 Sat 10, 14:30 H Hampton Hurricanes Cup 2 3 L
Jun-17 Fri 16, 19:05 H Dudeneys Dudes League 1 6 L
Jun-17 Fri 16, 19:25 A Fengate Gym League 0 3 L
Jun-17 Fri 16, 19:45 A Deeping A League 1 4 L
Jun-17 Fri 23, 18:45 A Barbarians Touch Rugby League 6 2 W
Jun-17 Fri 23, 19:45 A Peterborough Juggers League 4 2 W
Jun-17 Fri 23, 20:05 A Orton Ospreys A League 2 5 L
Jun-17 Fri 30, 19:00 A APEX League 2 3 L
Jun-17 Fri 30, 19:30 H Juggers League 4 0 W
Jun-17 Fri 30, 20:00 A Orton Ospreys u18s League 3 2 W
Jul-17 Fri 07, 19:00 A Barbarians Touch Rugby League 3 7 L
Jul-17 Fri 07, 19:45 H Helthwaite League 1 1 D
Oct-17 Fri 27, 19:00 A Orton Ospreys Friendly 3 3 D
Oct-17 Fri 27, 20:00 A Ospreys development Friendly 2 4 L
Oct-17 Fri 27, 20:25 A Orton Ospreys Friendly 2 3 L
Oct-17 Fri 27, 20:45 A Ospreys Development Friendly 2 4 L
Oct-17 Fri 27, 21:00 A Orton Ospreys mixed Friendly 3 5 L
Nov-17 Sat 11, 09:30 H Orton Ospreys Friendly 0 2 L
Nov-17 Sat 11, 09:35 H Orton Ospreys B Friendly 4 6 L
Nov-17 Sat 11, 09:40 H Orton Ospreys Friendly 2 3 L
Nov-17 Sat 11, 09:50 H Orton Ospreys B Friendly 0 3 L
Dec-17 Sun 03, 14:00 A UAE Tournament 2 4 L
Dec-17 Sun 03, 14:30 A Cambridge badgers Tournament 2 6 L
Dec-17 Sun 03, 15:00 A Bedford Tournament 2 2 D
Dec-17 Sun 03, 15:15 A Birmingham university Tournament 2 6 L

Dec-17 Sun 03, 16:00 A Northampton come on you
Saints Tournament 1 4 L

91 126

Jan-18 Sun 21, 13:00 H Bedford Friendly 2 2 D
Jan-18 Sun 21, 14:00 H Cambs uni b Friendly 1 0 W
Jan-18 Sun 21, 14:30 A Orton Ospreys Friendly 2 6 L
Jan-18 Sun 21, 15:45 H Barbarians Friendly 0 3 L



Jan-18 Sun 21, 16:00 A Norfolk Nuts Friendly 0 1 L
Feb-18 Sun 18, 13:00 A Havering Tournament 2 6 L
Feb-18 Sun 18, 14:00 A Rebels Tournament 0 5 L
Feb-18 Sun 18, 14:30 A Honey badgers Tournament 2 6 L
Feb-18 Sun 18, 14:50 A Bedford Tournament 2 9 L
Feb-18 Sun 18, 16:00 A Uea Tournament 1 8 L
Apr-18 Sat 28, 09:00 H The Bogarts Friendly 2 8 L
May-18 Fri 04, 19:00 A Stamford RFC Tournament 4 2 W
May-18 Fri 04, 20:00 A Touch you Tournament 3 4 L
May-18 Fri 04, 20:30 A Orton Ospreys Tournament 0 4 L
Jun-18 Fri 01, 18:10 A Orton Ospreys League 0 7 L
Jun-18 Fri 01, 18:50 H Mr T's League 5 10 L
Jun-18 Fri 01, 19:40 A Academy League 3 7 L
Jun-18 Sat 09, 12:00 A Old Deaconians A Festival 1 2 L
Jun-18 Sat 09, 13:20 A Haverhill Festival 4 1 W
Jun-18 Sat 09, 14:00 H Old Deaconians A Festival 1 3 L
Jun-18 Sat 09, 14:20 H Haverhill Festival 6 0 W
Jun-18 Sat 09, 15:00 A Stamford Academy Festival 1 3 L
Jun-18 Sat 09, 15:40 A Old Deaconians B Festival 2 2 D
Jun-18 Fri 15, 18:50 A Peterborough Ladies League 3 1 W
Jun-18 Fri 22, 19:00 H Ospreys u18s League 1 2 L
Jun-18 Fri 22, 20:00 H Tonys Tigers League 4 4 D
Jun-18 Fri 29, 19:00 H Paul Wilkes League 1 3 L
Jun-18 Fri 29, 19:30 H Fengate Flyers League 3 0 W
Jun-18 Fri 29, 20:00 H Boro Ladies League 1 4 L
Jul-18 Sat 28, 09:00 H BGL Friendly 3 7 L
Dec-18 Fri 14, 1900 H BGL Friendly 4 4 D

64 124

Jan-19 Fri 25, 19:00 A BGL League 1 1 D
Jan-19 Fri 25, 20:00 A Ospreys League 0 5 L
Jan-19 Fri 25, 20:30 A Peterborough Tropics League 0 4 L
Feb-19 Sun 17, 10:00 A Bourne RUFC Friendly 1 2 L
Feb-19 Fri 22, 19:00 A Ospreys League 1 7 L
Feb-19 Fri 22, 19:30 A BGL League 1 4 L
Feb-19 Fri 22, 20:00 A Peterborough Tropics League 0 6 L
Mar-19 Fri 22, 19:00 A BGL League 2 4 L
Mar-19 Fri 22, 19:30 A Peterborough Tropics League 2 7 L
Mar-19 Fri 22, 20:00 A Orton Ospreys League 1 8 L
May-19 Fri 2, 19:00 A Bourne RUFC Tournament 3 0 W
May-19 Fri 2, 19:30 A Stamford 1st Tournament 2 2 D
May-19 Fri 2, 20:00 A Stamford 2nd Tournament 1 2 L
May-19 Sun 5, 11:00 A Midland U18s Tournament 1 8 L
May-19 Sun 5, 12:00 A Bedford Tournament 1 9 L
May-19 Sun 5, 12:00 A BGL Tournament 1 8 L



Oct-19 Fri 18, 19:30 A Ospreys League 2 7 L
Oct-19 Fri 18, 20:00 A Peterborough Tropics League 1 7 L
Oct-19 Fri 18, 20:30 A BGL League 1 4 L
Nov-19 Fri 15, 1930 A BGL League 1 4 L
Nov-19 Fri 15, 2000 A Tropics League 0 6 L
Nov-19 Fri 15, 2030 A Ospreys League 0 11 L
Dec-19 Fri 6, 1930 A Ospreys League 0 4 L
Dec-19 Fri 6, 2000 A BGL/Tropics League 2 4 L

25 124

Jan-20 Fri 24, 1930 A Ospreys League 2 5 L
Jan-20 Fri 24, 2000 A Tropics League 1 7 L
Jan-20 Fri 24, 2030 A BGL League 4 3 W
Feb-20 Fri 21, 1920 A Ospreys League 0 7 L
Feb-20 Fri 21, 2000 A BGL League 2 1 W
Feb-20 Fri 21, 2020 A Tropics League 1 5 L
Feb-20 Fri 21, 2040 A Stamford 1st League 1 3 L
Sep-20 05/09/2020 1215 H Peterborough Green Tournament 3 3 D
Sep-20 05/09/2020 1230 H Peterborough Colts Tournament 2 3 L
Sep-20 05/09/2020 1315 H Peterborough Reds Tournament 3 5 L
Sep-20 05/09/2020 1400 H Peterborough Juggers Tournament 8 2 W

27 44


